PST Education Project 6-second video outline
TITLE: Lotus Flowers, 11th Grade 2nd Period.
1) Names – Misty Fischer, April McKinney, Emily Sturchak
2) What scene are you performing?
Please write a short description of the scene. Include the setting
and characters
Odysseus goes to the Land of the Lotus Eaters. His men become
drugged by the Lotus Plants and it delays his journey.
3) Outline the 6-second version of your scene.
Set is High School Hallway for 1st scene and behind the stage for
2nd scene.
Props – A bag of cookies (lotus flowers)
Emily and Misty are walking to class and spot a bag of cookies on
the floor in the hallway. They pick up the cookies and eat them.
The Cookies are drugged! Instead of going to class, Emily and
Misty find a spot to cut class, eat cookie and talk about life.
Script:
Scene 1
Emily and Misty are walking down the hallway
Emily: What is this? Stops and points to a bag of cookies. Each girl takes a cookie and bites.
Scene 2
Both girl are sitting on the couch in the green room behind the stage. The cookies were
clearly drugged.
Emily: Whoa, What happened?
Misty: What is Life?
END.
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PST Education Project 6-second video outline
TITLE: The Sirens sing ‘Row Your Boat’, 11th Grade 2nd Period.
1) Names – Jacob, Max and Jordan
2) What scene are you performing?
Please write a short description of the scene. Include the setting
and characters
In the Ocean
Odysseus and his Sailors try to ignore the Sirens as they sing
songs to lure them to their island. Odysseus is puts bee’s wax in
the sailors ear because he fear that if the sailors hear the sirens
sing they be caught in their spell and never want to return home.
3) Outline the 6-second version of your scene.
Set is a rowboat on the stage made up of two black boxes.
Props – A blond wig
Scene 1:
Jordan and Nick are rowing their rowboat and singing “Row, Row,
Row Your Boat.”
Scene 2:
Jacob, as a mermaid (Close Up) “Hey, Sailor”
Scene 3
Jacob is seen ripping Nick from the boat. Jordan screams!
END.
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PST Education Project 6-second video outline
TITLE: Odysseus Returns Home , 11th Grade 8th Period.
1) Names – Jocelyn, Talia, Madi, Joey
2) What scene are you performing?
Please write a short description of the scene. Include the setting
and characters
On Land, Outsider
Odysseus finally comes home after 20 years. When he makes it
to land. He kisses the ground.
3) Outline the 6-second version of your scene.
Set is a in a truck outside and on the grass.
Props – just the truck
Scene 1: in the back of the Truck, like they are in a boat.
Odysseus (Talia) is lead the men in a “Hey, Ho” song while they
sail on the back of the truck. Everybody is rocking back and forth
to create the feel of being on water.
Suddenly, Odysseus sees land.
Odysseus: Land Ho!
Scene 2: Everybody is kneeling on the ground and is kissing the
grass. They are so happy to be home.
Odysseus: Finally.
END.
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